ABSTRACT Existing mutation techniques generate vast numbers of equivalent and trivial mutants, which do not contribute on the improvement of test quality. One possible solution, as is proposed in this paper, is to measure the difficulty of killing a mutant and choose the stubborn (hard-to-kill) mutants in testing, which can be used to challenge the engineers to design new tests so to enhance the testing effectiveness. This paper introduces the domain-based reachability-infection-propagation analysis (D-RIP), a technique that can rank the mutants according to their difficulty of being revealed and present the reason for mutants being stubborn. More specifically, the D-RIP uses subdomain-based testing method and RIP analytical tool to measure the difficulty degree and decide whether a mutant is stubborn. Furthermore, it generates a report that displays the mutants that are hard-to-kill for a given testing method and presents the reasons to interpret why the test suites fail in detecting these mutants. Using this tool, the engineers are able to choose the useful mutants for improving test quality and obtain the guidance to design tests for detecting the stubborn mutants.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mutation testing [1] - [3] is a fault-based technique that uses a set of artificial faults, called mutants, to guide test process. Each mutant is created by injecting a syntactic change in code so to simulate the real fault in software [4] - [6] . If a test can distinguish the behaviors of mutant from original program, it is said that the test kills, or reveals the mutant. The underlying idea behind mutation analysis is that: test suites that kill more mutants tend to be of higher capability in fault detection than those that kill the fewers [7] . Since then, mutation testing has been widely studied and used for test data generation [8] - [11] as well as for assessing the test suite completeness [12] - [16] .
Although powerful, the mutation testing has long suffered from being inefficient. According to the prior research [17] - [22] , the most generated mutants are not useful for mutation testing: they are either equivalent or trivial mutants. Equivalent mutants are semantically identical with original program, which cannot be detected by any tests [23] - [25] . The trivial mutants, however, can be revealed by almost every test that reaches the mutated statement [21] . Any test suites that meet some structural coverage criteria [26] are guaranteed to detect the trivial mutants. Since mutationbased assessment is long used after the code coverage has been achieved by tests [12] - [16] , both equivalent and trivial mutants do not contribute on the improvement of test suite quality.
A possible solution to improve the efficiency of mutation analysis is only to use the stubborn mutants. Informally, the stubborn mutants are those that remain unkilled (or survive) from a reasonably thorough test suite yet nonequivalent [27] . From a perspective of testing efforts, the term ''stubbornness'' is related with the difficulty of revealing a mutant. The more stubborn is a mutant, the more difficult it is to find the tests to kill the mutant in a given testing method. In this perspective, trivial mutants are the least stubborn that any tests generated from the criteria that are weaker than mutation-based criteria can detect them. Meanwhile, equivalent mutants are the most stubborn that it is impossible to be killed by any tests.
If we rank the mutants according to a spectrum from easy to hard that they are detected, the mutants in both ends refer to the least and most stubborn mutants, which are trivial and equivalent respectively. The others, however, refer to mutants that could survive from the test suites generated from a given testing method with high likelihood yet non-equivalent. Such stubborn mutants can provide the following benefits for test suite improvement and mutation testing.
Note that, the stubbornness depends on the testing method considered in analysis, i.e. how the tests are selected from inputs space. Clearly, for different testing methods, difficulty for killing a mutant could be different. Although prior studies [27] - [31] proposed many techniques to measure the mutant stubbornness, none of them considered the relations between mutation stubbornness and testing methods used in analysis, making it difficult to identify the stubborn mutants precisely. Meanwhile, none of the prior studies investigates the reasons for the tests failing in detecting the stubborn mutants, which provides no guidance for the testers to design new tests so to enhance the test suite quality effectively.
To fill the research gaps, this paper introduces the domain based reachability-infection-propagation analysis, or D-RIP. The D-RIP is a technique that measure the difficulty of killing a mutant based on the given testing method, and presents the possible reasons for a mutant being stubborn. 1 The technique uses survival rate to measure the difficulty of killing a mutant. Informally, survival rate is the likelihood that a mutant can survive from a random test suite generated by a testing method. The greater is the survival rate, the more difficult it is for the testing method to generate a test suite that can detect the mutant. Knowing the survival rate, an engineer can select the stubborn mutants to guide test improvement.
To measure the surival rate precisely, the D-RIP technique uses subdomain-based testing model [42] - [55] , which can be used to describe the formal model of the testing method, and obtain the analytical solution to compute the survival rate. In terms of the test model, we also identify the selection-related reasons for the mutant being stubborn. More specifically, the selection-related reasons explain why a subdomain-based testing method fails in killing the mutants, and provide guidance for enhancing test quality by improving the random test selection strategy based on the given subdomains.
Meanwhile, D-RIP uses reachability-infection-propagation model [56] - [60] , to investigate the relations between mutant stubbornness and the fault detection process. It can reveal at which stages in fault detection the tests are most likely to fail in revealing the mutant. In terms of RIP model, we investigate constraint-based reasons for stubborn mutant, which identify the key constraints for revealing a stubborn mutant and guide the testers to apply these constraints to generate tests that are efficient in killing the target mutants.
Finally, we implement the D-RIP technique in a prototype tool, JCMuta. 2 The JCMuta uses a dynamic-based algorithm to compute the theoretical solution of survival rate, in which a finite set of tests are required to simulate entire inputs space. The tool will produce a ranked list of mutants, according to their survival rates and generate a report that can display the stubborn mutants and their difficulty reasons automatically.
As far as we know, D-RIP and JCMuta is the first mutation technique that not only can measure the difficulty of killing a mutant but also provide the guidance to generate the tests for detecting the hard-to-kill mutant automatically. In short, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A theoretical model to obtain the analytical solution for computing the survival rate based on testing method.
• A classification framework and algorithm to identify the reasons for a mutant being hard-to-kill.
• A prototype tool, JCMuta, to identify stubborn mutants and report the reasons and guidance for killing them.
• An evaluation to validate the proposed technique. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section II provides the formal definition of survival rate, which is the basis to identify the stubborn mutants. Section III introduces the analytical solution of survival rate based on test methods and describes the selection-related reason for a mutant being stubborn. Section IV applies the RIP model to investigate the relations between stubbornness and fault detection processes which reveals constraint-based reason. Section V presents the dynamic-based implementation of D-RIP technique. Section VI reports the empirical evaluation results. The threats on the validity of the experiments, and the limitations of the D-RIP technique are discussed in section VII. Section VIII presents the related works on stubborn mutants, while section IX will conclude our works and contributions in this paper.
II. DEFINITION
In mutation testing, the stubbornness of mutant is related with the difficulty of revealing a mutant in the testing. Usually, the difficulty can be considered as the efforts needed to find a test suite that detects the mutant. Since the most of test generation techniques return the random test suite [32] - [41] , we can use the survival rate of a mutant to measure this difficulty.
Formally, let p be the program under test, I be its inputs space. A test is an input that can drive the program to execute. If a test x ∈ I produces different behaviors between mutant m and original program p, it is said that x kills m, denoted as kill (x, m) . A test suite is a subset of inputs T ⊆ I which are selected by a testing method. Given the testing method ω, we introduce a probability mass function P ω on 2 I such that the P ω (T ) is the probability that method ω returns test suite T as outputs. Then the likelihood that a mutant survives from (not killed by) a random test suite T generated from ω is defined as its survival rate, denoted as S m,ω . There we have:
In the equation, the probability function P ω is introduced for defining survival rate precisely, although it is uncomputable. The item ¬kill(x, m) = 1 iff. none of tests in T kills m, and its expected value on P ω is the survival rate of mutant. When S m,ω → 0, it means the mutant m can be revealed by almost every test suite generated from a testing method ω. When S m,ω → 1, it is very difficult for method ω to generate a test that can kill the mutant. In the extreme case S m,ω = 1, it is impossible for ω to generate any tests to kill the mutant. Clearly, when m is equivalent mutant, there is no input in I that kills m and S m,ω = 1 holds for any testing methods.
However, that S m,ω = 1 does not imply that the mutant m is equivalent. That's because a testing method may not select any tests that kill the mutant m. More formally, it means that P ω (T ) = 0 holds for any test suite that contains the tests that can detect the mutant m.
To simplify the analysis, we introduce the notion of testing method completeness. Formally, a test method ω is complete iff. for any test x ∈ I , there exists a test suite T ⊆ I so that x ∈ T and P ω (T ) > 0. In other words, for a complete testing method, any test in I might be generated in testing. In terms of complete testing method, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Given a complete testing method ω, the mutant m is equivalent iff. its survival rate satisfies S m,ω = 1.
Proof: First, it is clear that S m,ω = 1 when m is equivalent mutant. We prove that, for any of complete testing method ω, that S m,ω = 1 implies m being an equivalent mutant. Let m be a non-equivalent mutant with S m,ω = 1. Then there is a test x in I such that x detects m. According to the definition, there is a test suite T ⊂ I such that x ∈ T and P ω (T ) > 0. Therefore, we have P ω (T ) · ¬kill(x, m) = 0, which infers that S m,ω < P ω (T ) = 1. This conclusion contradicts with the premise of S m,ω = 1, and thus mutant m with S m,ω = 1 cannot be non-equivalent and must be equivalent.
The introduction of testing completeness and theorem-1 can simplify our analysis to distinguish the equivalent and the stubborn mutants. More specifically, the stubborn mutants are those with survival rate close to 1, of which S m,ω → 1, while equivalent mutants are those with S m,ω = 1 for any complete testing method ω. Formally, let θ ∈ (0, 1) be a threshold used to decide whether detecting a mutant is difficult enough. The mutants with S m,ω ≥ θ are considered as hard-to-kill, while those with S m,ω < θ are thought to be easily killed. Given a complete testing method ω, each mutant is dropped into one of the following categories.
• Trivial mutant: S m,ω < θ; • Stubborn mutant: θ ≤ S m,ω < 1; • Equivalent mutant: S m,ω = 1. Note that, since ω is complete testing method, that S m,ω = 1 implies that m is equivalent. Therefore, in this classification, the condition for a mutant being stubborn is θ ≤ S m,ω < 1.
In the following studies, we use this condition to identify the stubborn mutants for any complete testing method ω.
III. SUBDOMAIN-BASED TESTING MODEL A. SUBDOMAIN-BASED TESTING METHOD
The term subdomain-based testing, in its broadest sense, can describe a very general family of testing methods. The basic characteristic is that the program inputs space is divided into subdomains (or domain), with testers selecting one or more tests from each of them. The division of inputs space relies on a set of test requirements, in which each subdomain contains tests that can satisfy a particular requirement [51] .
A test requirement can be any test objective. For example, the statement testing requires each statement being executed at least once. It seperates the inputs space into subdomains, each of which contains tests that cause a particular statement being executed. Branch testing also divides inputs space into subdomains, of which inputs cause a specific predicate being evaluated as true or false. Mutation testing is also subdomain based testing method, in which each domain defines tests that can kill a particular (non-equivalent) mutant [53] .
In prior studies, the subdomains can be either overlapping (as in the branch testing), or disjoint (as in the path testing). If the subdomains are disjoint, we speak the testing method of the partition testing, which is a special form of subdomainbased testing [45] - [55] . In this paper, we do not assume that the subdomains are disjoint because the most test methods in practice are not partition, like branch testing [32] - [41] .
In terms of the subdomain-based testing, a testing method is a collection, denoted as ω = (p, I , SD, n), in which:
• p is the program under testing;
• I is the inputs space of the program;
in which the inputs space is divided into s subsets;
• n = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n s ) specifies the test selection strategy, in which n i is the number of tests selected from D i . In this model, a testing method ω will select n i random tests from each subdomain D i in SD, which is called a subdomain based testing method. The vector n specifies how many tests are randomly generated from each domain, which is called a selection vector. The vector n together with subdomains SD, precisely describes how a test suite T is generated from a test method ω by selecting random tests in each domain. We call the way which generates test suites by specifying the domains and the number of selected tests as a subdomain-based testing selection, of which details are discussed in next subsection.
To simplify the following analysis, we further make three assumptions for subdomain-based testing methods.
Assumption 2: The subdomains SD are complete. That is
For each subdomain D i ∈ SD, all of its inputs could be selected for testing.
Assumption 4: The inputs are independently selected from each subdomain with replacement.
The assumption-2 and assumption-3 guaranteed that, for any test selection in which n i > 0 holds for each domain, the testing method ω must be complete. That's because any test in I might be selected from a subdomain of which n i > 0. These two assumptions simplify the analysis to determine whether a testing method is complete in our study.
The assumption-4 implies that a test x can be repeatedly and independently selected from the same domain, such that the current selection does not rely on the prior ones, which is used to simplify the analysis to compute the survival rate.
B. SUBDOMAIN-BASED TEST SELECTION
Given a subdomain-based testing method ω with set SD and selection vector n, we can precisely describe the subdomainbased selection strategy by presenting the set of all possible test suites generated by ω, denoted as T ω , in which we have:
which contains n i subdomain. For n i = 0, we define D 0 i = ∅ and any set D×∅ = D. The notation presents the cartesian production of all the sets of (D i ) n i . Note that, since domains are overlapping and tests can be repeatedly selected, the test suite T ∈ T ω is a multiset that may contain duplicated tests.
Note that, not all of the possible s-dimensional vectors are feasible selection vector. The objective of subdomain-based testing is to construct a test suite that contains at least one test in each subdomain. Formally, it requires the test suite should satisify the following constraint.
• Test objective: ∀D i ∈ SD, ∃x ∈ T such that x ∈ D i . Since a subdomain refers to a test requirement, the objective implies that the test suite should satisfy all the requirements. We call a selection vector n as feasible when there exists T ∈ T ω that satisfies this testing objective.
In terms of feasible selection, we consider three selection strategies that have been widely used in prior analysis.
• All-n selection α n : The strategy selects n random tests from each subdomain. This selection strategy has been widely used as 'standard' selection for subdomain based testing in prior research [42] - [55] . The selection vector for all-n selection is (n, n, . . . , n) in which n i = n.
• Greedy selection : This strategy selects a subdomain of which tests are not contained in test suite, and selects a random test from it. This process continues until test suite contain at least one test from each subdomain. The greedy selection simulates the random greedy algorithm used for tests minimization, which is widely used in test suite reduction [61] - [66] . In this selection, at most one is selected from each domain in which n i ≤ 1. Thereby, we also call the greedy selection as the 0-1 selection, of which vector is like n = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0).
• Random selection γ : This strategy selects random tests from the entire input space I until the test suite contains tests from every subdomain. The random selection can simulate the random testing generation, which takes the subdomain coverage as its termination condition, which is used in coverage-based test generation [32] - [41] . The random selection selects tests based on the inputs space rather than the subdomains SD, whose vector contains one number (n), which is the size of generated tests. There are two notable things about these subdomain-based test selection strategies. First, the requirement that ∃x ∈ D i for each domain does not imply that n i > 0. Consider that two overlapping domains
and thus covers the D 2 together. As a result, even in greedy selection, when n i = 0 holds for some domains, the objective ∀D i , ∃x ∈ D i can be met by the generated test suite.
Another notable thing is that: all-n selection is a complete testing method. Since n i = n > 0 holds for any subdomain in SD, according to assumption-2 and 3, for any test x in inputs space, it is possible to be selected in test suite because x must belong to some subdomain D i , of which n i > 0.
C. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF SURVIVAL RATE
To obtain analytical solutions for survival rate in subdomain based test, we introduce the notion of subdomain efficiency. Informally, given a subdomain D i in SD, the likelihood that a mutant m is killed by a random test in D i is defined as the subdomain's efficiency, denoted as e i,m . The greater is e i,m , the more efficient it is to select tests of D i in killing mutant.
Formally, let p i be a probability mass function defined on D i , such that p i (x) returns the probability, that x is selected from the subdomain D i . Then the efficiency of domain D i in killing the mutant m is defined as:
The probability function p i specifies tests profile on domain. According to assumption-3, any tests in D i may be selected and thus that p i (x) > 0 holds for any x ∈ D i . Usually, the probability mass function p i is uncomputable for the most testing methods. In previous research [42] - [55] , it is assumed that p i is a uniform distribution and the tests in subdomain are fairly selected. Let |D i | be the number of tests in subdomain D i , and F m be the set of tests that can kill the mutant m in inputs space. Then efficiency is computed as:
In other words, in the uniform distribution, the efficiency e i,m is the proportion of tests that can kill mutant m in domain D i .
In the following analysis, we assume that the tests in domain D i are fairly selected and p i is a uniform distribution. Given the efficiency e i,m of each subdomain in SD, and the selection vector n for testing method, the survival rate of mutant m in the testing method ω is computed as:
The equation (5) could be interpreted as: (1) the probability that m survives from one test selected from subdomain D i is 1 − e i,m ; (2) the probability that mutant m survives from n i independent tests from D i is (1 − e i,m ) n i ; (3) the probability that m survives from the test suite is the production of all the probabilities that it survives from tests in every domain.
In terms of the equation (5), we could obtain the analytical solutions of survival rates for the three selection strategies in section III-B. For all-n selection, of which n = (n, n, . . . , n), the survival rate of mutant S m,α n is:
For greedy selection, let SD n be the set of subdomains of which n i = 1, the survival rate in this testing method is:
Clearly, the survival rate in greedy selection is the production of 1 − e i,m for subdomain in which one test is selected. Finally, random selection selects tests based on the entire inputs space. Let e m be the efficiency of input space I and n be the number of selected tests in test suite. Then we have:
In the analysis above, the survival rate of mutant relies on both efficiency e i,m and the number of random tests selected from each subdomain. The e i,m depends on how inputs space is divided by SD. If the subdomains ''well match'' the tests that kill the mutant, in which e i,m → 1 holds for some D i , the mutant can be easily killed when any test is selected from the domain, of which n i > 0. Meanwhile, for any subdomain with e i,m > 0, when n i is large enough, n i → ∞, we have (1−e i,m ) n i → 0 and S i,m 0. That is: if the n i is large enough for any subdomain with non-zero efficiency e i,m , the mutant can be revealed with high likelihood.
Clearly, there are many reasons to explain, why a mutant is stubborn for the testing method. In following analysis, we introduce a classification framework that classifies a stubborn mutant into three categories, said selective, test-number and domain stubborn, each of which refers to a particular reason for tests failing in killing the mutant and provides guidance to generate tests for it by improving random test selection.
D. SELECTION-RELATED REASONS
Let's consider the three selection strategies based on domains in SD, called greedy selection , all-1 selection α 1 , and all-n selection α n . We further assume that n is a large number that is large enough for test generation in α n . Then the follwing relations hold for any mutant's survival rate.
That S m, ≥ S m,α 1 is clear. According to the equation (7), that n i = 1 holds for a subset SD n of SD in the greedy selection, but for all domains in all-1 selection α 1 . We have:
Meanwhile, that S m,α 1 ≥ S m,α n could be proved by the following inequation.
That is: S m,α n is n th power of S m,α 1 and S m,α 1 ≥ S m,α n . In terms of the mutant survival rates in these three selection strategies, we classify a mutant as one of following classes.
• Not-A-Stubborn (NaS): when S m, < θ, the mutant is not stubborn. Since greedy selection tends to generate a minimal test set covering the given domains [61] - [66] , mutant that is not stubborn for such test suite will not be considered as hard-to-kill for any testing methods based on the subdomains SD.
• Selective-Stubborn (SeS): when S m,α 1 < θ ≤ S m, , the mutant is stubborn for greedy selection while not for all-1 selection.
• Test-number-Stubborn (TnS): if S m,α n < θ ≤ S m,α n , a mutant is test-number-stubborn, which is stubborn for all-1 selection but not for all-n selection.
• Domain-Stubborn (DoS): if θ ≤ S m,α n < 1, a mutant is domain-stubborn which is stubborn for all-n selection.
• Equivalent: when S m,α n = 1, the mutant is equivalent.
That's because all-n selection α n is a complete testing method and mutant with S m,α n = 1 must be equivalent (see theorem-1 in section II). Figure 1 describes the decision tree to classify the mutants based on its survival rates in three test selection strategies. In this decision tree, the mutant m is classified into one of five categories, each of which correspond to a particular reason to explain why testing method based on subdomains SD fails in detecting the target mutant. For NaS mutant, any minimal test suite that covers the domains in SD can kill the mutant with a high likelihood, of which S m, < θ. Hence, the mutant is not useful for enhancing test quality when coverage is met. For SeS mutants, they can survive from the minimal tests that are generated by greedy selection with high likelihoods, while not for all-1 selection. The reason for SeS mutant being stubborn is that, the tests of the potential efficient subdomain are not selected by greedy selection. By selecting at least one test from each domain in SD, such mutant can be easily killed by the generated test suite, of which S m,α 1 < θ.
For TnS mutants, they are stubborn for all-1 selection, but not for all-n selection in which n is considered large enough. The reason for the tests of all-1 selection failing to reveal TnS mutants is that: the number of random tests selected in each domain is not large enough as for all-1 selection. According to the equation (5), if n i → ∞, we have (1 − e i,m ) n i → 0, for any subdomain with e i,m > 0. In other words, once there exists subdomain with e i,m not that close to zero, TnS mutant can be killed by increasing the number of selected tests.
However, the n cannot be too large. From a perspective of practice, that n → ∞ implies exhaustive testing in domains. And a upperbound for tests number n should be established in subdomain-based test selection.
Finally, for DoS mutants, even the test suites generated by all-n selection could hardly detect them in testing. The reason is that the inputs space is not ''well divided'' by SD such that the efficiency of each subdomain is extremely small, in which e i,m 0 holds for any D i ∈ SD. It is impossible to improve the effectiveness of testing method by increasing the number of random tests. Usually, the tester has to refine the current SD by involving additional constraints [8] , or turns to create another set SD that is more efficient in killing the mutant. Table 1 shows the reason and the guidance for each mutant class. It can be found that, except the DoS mutants, both the SeS and TnS mutants can be killed by enhancing the random test selection in existing subdomain in SD. Since the reasons for the mutants being stubborn are related with test selection strategy used, we call them selection-related reasons. These reasons provide the guidance to improve test quality by using the stronger selection strategy in the given subdomains, from the greedy selection to all-n selection. Meanwhile, the selection-related reasons do not answer the question of how to find a test for killing a DoS mutant. Since refining the subdomains requires understanding the program structure and constraints [8] , the black-box based analysis in this section is not enough. In next section, we would consider how to identify the root reasons for the mutant being stubborn from a perspective of fault detection, and provide guidance to identify the key constraint for killing a DoS mutant.
IV. REACHABILITY-INFECTION-PROPAGATION
This section first reviews reachability-infection-propagation (RIP) model and defines key constraint. It then uses the RIP model to investigate the constraint-based reason for a mutant being stubborn and identify the key constraint for killing it.
A. FAULT DETECTION MODEL
The RIP model [56] - [60] divides the fault detection process into three successive stages, said reach, infect and propagate. Each stage refers to a constraint that the tests need to satisfy, shown as follows.
• C R : The test x reaches the mutated statement l m .
• C I : The test causes data state errors in execution.
• C P : The data state errors propagate to outputs. From a perspective of constraint-based testing [8] , the RIP model defines three constraints that a test needs to satisfy for revealing the mutant m. Specifically, the constraint C R holds iff. the statement where m seeded, denoted as l m , is executed by the test; the constraint C I is satisfied by the test when the program states (mappings between variables and values) are different from original program after the mutated point l m is executed; the constraint C P holds when the errors in program state influence on and change the final outputs. Formally, for mutant being killed, the following condition needs to be met.
In [8] , these constraints are used to generate the test data for detecting the mutant. Note that, in weak mutation testing [70] a mutant is determined as killed when it causes difference in program data state and propagation constraint is not needed. The condition for killing a mutant m in weak mutation testing context is shown as following:
Since the constraints refer to three stages in fault detection, we also call them RIP constraints in following analysis.
From a perspective of test sets, each of the RIP constraints refers to a set of tests, including:
• Reach-set R m : The set of tests that execute the mutated statement, which satisfy the constraint C R .
• Infect-set I m : The set of tests that cause data state errors in faulty point, which satisfy constraints C R ∧ C I .
• Propagate-set P m : The set of tests in which data state errors propagate to outputs, satisfying C R ∧ C I ∧ C P . Since the test can cause data state errors only after the faulty statement is executed, there we have I m ⊆ R m . Meanwhile, the error propagation occurs, only after data state errors are caused, in which we have P m ⊆ I m .
In terms of tests sets R m , I m and P m , the fault detection can be viewed as a screening process, in which less and less tests VOLUME 7, 2019 pass thorough the three successive stages, shown in figure 2.
In figure 2 Note that, the propagation-set P m is the set of tests that kill mutant m, which is the F m in equation (4) in section III-C.
In this screening process model, we can identify the three pass rates for each stage in fault detection. They are:
• Reachability-rate R i,m : The probability that a random test in D i satisfies the constraint C R , denoted as R i,m .
• Infection-rate I i,m : The probability that a random test that passes through the C R can pass the constraint C I , denoted as I i,m , which is computed as:
If the denominator D i ∩ R m is empty, the infection-rate is defined as zero, where
• Propagation-rate P i,m : The probability that a random test passing thorough C R and C I can meet the condition C P , denoted as P i,m . Then we have:
Similarly, we define
Each of the three probabilities refers to a RIP constraint and its corresponding fault detection stage. We call the probabilities as RIP probabilities. Since the outputs D i ∩ P m refers to the tests that can reveal the mutant in D i , there we have:
The equation (18) reveals that, the subdomain efficiency is the production of the RIP probabilities. Meanwhile, in terms of process model in figure 2 , it can be found that: if any pass rate in the three conditional branches is close with zero, then we have e i,m 0. This provides us a way to investigate the degree in how much a mutant is revealed by the tests in D i , of which difficulty reasons will be discussed in following.
B. KEY CONSTRAINT IN SUBDOMAIN
In constraint-based test generation [8] , test constraint is a set of conditions that need to be met by the tests. The solution of constraint C is a test that can satisfy the conditions in C. For example, in RIP model, the solution of constraint C R is a test that can cause the mutated statement being executed.
Formally, given a subdomain D i and constraint C. Unlike the random test generation [45] , in which any tests in D i can be fairly generated, the constraint-based test generation only selects tests in D i that can satisfy the constraint C. We define the probability that tests generated based on C for killing the m as constraint-based domain efficiency, denoted as e i,m,C . With the key constraint used in testing, the probability that a generated test kills the mutant is increased from α (close to 0) to 1 − β (close with 1). Note that, for any subdomains with 0 < e i,m < α, there must be the key constraints for it. That's because C R ∧ C I ∧ C P is a key constraint for any inefficient subdomains. When three RIP constraints are used in testing, the generated tests are guaranteed to kill mutant m, of which e i,m,C = 1. K i,m may be not unique for given D i and m.
C. KEY CONSTRAINTS IN RIP MODEL
Let's consider the constraint-based testing in RIP model [56] . In the three RIP constraints, said C R , C I , C P , if any is used to guide the test generation in subdomain D i , then only tests that can satisfy the constraint will be selected in testing. As a result, the test is guaranteed to pass thorough the stage which the constraint refers to. Let's consider eight compositions of RIP constraints and their efficiency, shown in table 2. Table 2 presents the constraint C used for test generation, its effect on pass-rates of each stage in fault detection and the efficiency of generated test in killing mutant based on C.
In the first row, the constraint 'true' means no constraint is used in test generation and a random test selection is used to generate tests, of which e i,m,C = e i,m . For C = C R , C I and C P , only one of the RIP constraint is used to generate tests, which are guaranteed to pass thorough the corresponding stage in fault detection, of which pass rate satisfies R i,m = 1, I i,m = 1 and P i,m = 1, respectively. The constraint-based efficiency e i,m,C is computed by substituting the corresponding pass-rate for 1 in equation (18) .
Similarly, when two of RIP constraints are used in testing, the generated tests are guaranteed to pass thorough the stages in fault detection that refer to the constraints. For example, in C = C R ∧ C I , the generated tests are guaranteed to weakly kill the mutant, and C P is the only condition these tests need to meet for killing the mutant. The efficiency for C R ∧ C I is P i,m , which is the pass-rate in error propagation stage.
Finally, when all of the RIP constraints are used to generate tests, in which C = C R ∧ C I ∧ C P , the generated tests are guaranteed to pass thorough all stages in fault detection, and kill the mutant m. The efficiency for C R ∧ C I ∧ C P is 100%. Table 2 provides us a way to identify the key constraint for domains based on the computed e i,m,C in the third column. For example, if R i,m > 1 − β, it implies that C I ∧ C P is the key constraint because its efficiency e i,m,C = R i,m .
The algorithm-1 is used to determine the key constraint for subdomain based on RIP probabilities. The first if-condition validates, whether e i,m = 0; if so, none of tests in D i can kill the mutant and no key constraint exists for the subdomain. In second condition, e i,m ≥ α, it investigates whether the D i is inefficient enough. As is defined in section IV-B, e i,m < α is premise of using key constraint, since K i,m can dramatically increase e i,m,C , only when the e i,m is inefficient enough. The algorithm will compute the e i,m,C for each of the eight constraints in table 2 and return the corresponding K i,m . The condition e i,m,C > 1 − β is used to decide that e i,m,C ≈ 1, where α, β are close to 0, as is defined in section IV-B.
The key constraint provided by this algorithm can be used to guide test generation for killing a domain-stubborn mutant. More specifically, given a domain-stubborn mutant, it selects the subdomain with maximal efficiency in killing the mutant, of which 0 < e i,m < α where α = 1 − return C P ; 8: else if R i,m · P i,m > 1 − β then 9: return C I ; 10: else if I i,m · P i,m > 1 − β then 11: return C P ; 12: else if R i,m > 1 − β then 13: return C I ∧ C P ; 14: else if I i,m > 1 − β then 15: return C R ∧ C P ; 16: else if P i,m > 1 − β then 17: return C R ∧ C I ;
18:
else 19: return C R ∧ C I ∧ C P ; 20: end if 21 : end function
D. CONSTRAINT-BASED REASONS
The key constraint introduced in section IV-B and IV-C can be used to explain, at which stage in fault detection, the tests are most likely to fail in satisfying the constraint, and killing a domain-stubborn mutant. Hard-to-Propagate (HP). When K i,m = C P , the mutant is hard-to-propagate, in which tests of D i can pass thorough the reachability and infection stages (R i,m · I i,m ≈ 1), while it is difficult for state errors to propagate (P i,m ≈ 0).
Hard-to-Reach-Infect (HRI). When K i,m = C R ∧ C I , we say a mutant is hard to reach and infect. According to the algorithm-1, it implies that P i,m 1, while R i,m · I i,m ≈ 0. In other words, it is difficult for tests in D i to reach the faulty statement and cause data state errors (satisfying C R ∧ C I ).
Hard-to-Reach-Propagate (HRP). In this case, we have K i,m = C R ∧ C P , which implies that tests of D i can easily VOLUME 7, 2019 satisfy the constraint C I , of which I i,m 1, while difficult to meet the C R and C P , where R i,m · P i,m ≈ 0.
Hard-to-Infect-Propagate (HIP). If K i,m = C I ∧ C P , a mutant is said hard to infect and propagate. The cause for test failing in detecting such mutant is that the tests of D i are very likely to reach the faulty statement (R i,m 1) but fail to pass the infection and propagation stage (I i,m · P i,m ≈ 0).
Hard-to-Reach-Infect-Propagate (HRIP). In this case, K i,m = C R ∧ C I ∧ C P . In other words, the RIP probabilities are all close to 0, in which R i,m , I i,m , P i,m < 1 − β (see the algorithm-1). It reveals that it is difficult for the tests in D i to pass any of the three stages in fault detection. For a tester to design a test that can kill this mutant, the three constraints need to be conquered.
Clearly, each of these reasons correspond to a unique key constraint in table 2, and can be used to explain why the tests of a subdomain fail to detect a domain-stubborn mutant, with high likelihoods, of which 0 < e i,m < α. Meanwhile, as is defined in section IV-B, the key constraint K i,m can be used to guide the test generation and improve the test suite quality. For the domain-stubborn mutant, the constraint-based reason can reveal at which stage in fault detection, said reach, infect and propagate, the tests in subdomains are most likely to fail in passing thorough; and key constraints provide guidance for test design to kill the domain-stubborn mutant.
Finally, for the subdomain of which e i,m = 0, the mutant is unkillable and no key constraints exist. In this case, there are three reasons for the mutant being unkillable.
• Unable-to-reach (UR): None of tests in D i can execute the mutated statement, where R i,m = 0.
• Unable-to-infect (UI): None of tests in D i causes the data state error in program, where I i,m = 0.
• Unable-to-propagate (UP): None of tests in D i causes the error propagation in testing, and P i,m = 0. For an unkillable mutant, these reasons reveal at which stage in fault detection the tests must fail in detecting the mutant.
V. DYNAMIC-BASED IMPLEMENTATION
The analysis to estimate survival rate and identify the reason for mutant being stubborn requires an implementation of our theoretical framework in section III. This section introduces a dynamic-based technique to implement the D-RIP model, which need to conquer the following undecidable problems.
• Subdomain division: How to divide the program inputs into subdomains based on given test coverage criteria?
• Tests classification: How to classify tests to reachability, infection and propagation set defined in section IV? We implement the dynamic-based technique in a prototype tool JCMuta, which can automatically identify subdomains for three coverage criterions: statement, branch and MC/DC coverage criteria, estimate the survival rate of the mutant for random, all-n and greedy selection, and report the reasons for mutants being stubborn. The idea of the dynamic technique is to use a finite and comprehensive test suite to simulate the entire inputs space and transform the analytical solution of e i,m and S m,ω to the case that I is the finite set of tests.
The following of this section will present the details of the technique and answer how the problems above are solved by the dynamic-based implementation.
A. SUBDOMAIN DIVISION
Informally, the purpose of subdomain division is to divide the inputs space into subdomains based on the test requirements provided by the given test adequacy criteria. Formally, let I be program inputs space and R be the set of test requirements defined by test coverage criteria C. The test requirement can be any test objective, such as a statement being executed. The tests that can satisfy a requirement are defined as its domain. The output of subdomain division is a multiset of the inputs space, denoted as SD = {D 1 , . . . , D s }, such that for each r i in R, there is a unique subdomain D k ∈ SD, so that D k is the domain of the requirement r i .
Usually, it is impossible to create a complete subdomain, because the inputs in domain can be infinite, i.e. |D i | → ∞. In static analysis, the subdomain is usually represented by the constraints that the tests need to satisfy to meet requirement, such as the path constraint for causing a statement or branch being executed [32] - [41] . However, it is impractical to obtain test constraint for each requirement, especially for programs with complicated logics.
In this paper, we develop a dynamic-based implementation to construct the subdomains approximately. It uses a finite set of tests T to simulate the (infinite) inputs space I . In this way, a subdomain can be created by clustering the inputs of T that can satisfy a specific requirement r i .
Algorithm-2 presents how inputs space T are divided into subdomains based on test requirements R provided by a test coverage criteria C. The algorithm first constructs domain for each r i ∈ R, and then eliminates the duplicated subdomains from SD, in which D i = D j . Finally, SD without duplicated subdomains are returned as a division of the inputs space. for r i in R do 4: D i = {}; SD = SD + {D i }; Note that, the tests set used to simulate inputs space should be reasonably thorough such that for each feasible r i ∈ R, at least one input in its domain should be selected. 
Algorithm 2 Subdomain Division Algorithm

B. MUTATION-DIRECTED TEST CLASSIFICATION
According to the RIP analysis in section IV, to estimate the domain efficiency e i,m , reachability-rate, infection-rate and propagation-rate, we need to identify the reach-set R m , the infect-set I m and propagate-set P m in finite inputs space T .
To identify the three test sets, we introduce three mutation models for a mutant, said coverage-mutation, weak-mutation and strong-mutation [70] . It means that, a mutant m could be translated into three versions of mutated code. The coverage mutation is killed once the mutated statement is executed by the test. The weak mutation is killed once the test causes the data state errors in execution. Strong mutation corresponds to the original version of mutated program seeded by m. Figure 3 presents the three versions of syntactic mutations for the same mutant ''x!=y'' in predicate ''x>y''. In strong mutation, the predicate is directly mutated as x!=y. In weak mutation, an assertion is introduced to determine whether the value of x = y equals with x > y. If not, the program throws an exception and terminates the execution immediately. For coverage mutation, the function call ''trap()'' immediately terminates once it is executed in testing. Obviously, the tests that detect the coverage, weak and strong mutation of a mutant refer to the R m , I m , P m , respectively.
With the aids of coverage and weak mutation, the JCMuta is able to optimize the mutation testing. The idea is to use the relation P m ⊆ I m ⊆ R m in RIP model: the tests that cannot kill the coverage mutation of a mutant (x / ∈ R m ) will not kill its weak mutation (x / ∈ I m ), which do not need to be used to be executed against the weak mutation. Meanwhile, the tests that do not detect the weak mutation cannot detect the strong mutation, which will not be used in strong mutation testing. Figure 4 presents the procedure: the JCMuta first executes all the tests against coverage mutation of m, and obtain R m ; it then executes only the tests in R m against weak mutation to obtain the I m ; finally, the tests in I m are executed against the strong mutation to obtain the set P m . As a result, the times of execution is smaller than that of exhaustive testing, of which time complexity is O(|M | × |T |). 
C. PROTOTYPE TOOL
We implemented the dynamic-based technique for the D-RIP analysis in a prototype tool, named JCMuta. The JCMuta is a Java-implemented mutation system for testing the ANSI-C programs. It integrates all the 78 C mutation operator classes in [68] to generate various mutants and their coverage, weak and strong mutation programs automatically. It also supports the subdomain division based on finite tests T for statement, branch and MC/DC coverage criteria [26] .
The tool only requires users to provide the source code of program for generating mutants and a finite set T to simulate the inputs space in analysis. Figure 4 presents a flow graph to describe how JCMuta is performed in mutation testing.
In figure 4 , the mutants set M and requirements R are first generated. For each mutant m, its coverage, weak and strong mutation are successively executed against the tests to obtain sets R m , I m , P m . For each requirement r i , its instrumented program is executed against the T to verify of which tests can satisfy the requirement and obtain subdomain D i . Finally, the D i , R m , I m , P m are used to estimate e i,m and survival rate by the D-RIP analysis. The outputs of JCMuta contain:
• A ranked list of the mutants from trivial to stubborn and finally to the unkilled mutants.
• The efficiency e i,m for each mutant and subdomain, and its survival rates in greedy, all-n and random selection. • The set of stubborn mutants and report on the cause for each of them being hard-to-kill in testing. Note that, in dynamic-based technique, the survival rates of unkilled mutants satisfy S m,ω ≡ 1, which does not imply that the mutant is equivalent. However, when the test set T is mutation-adequate, for all-n selection that S m,α n = 1 in dynamic-based technique implies that m is equivalent.
Unfortunately, it is undecidable to determine whether the unkilled mutant is equivalent until a careful proof and tedious analysis are performed. The JCMuta will assume the unkilled mutants are equivalent, until the users complement the tests that can reveal the unkilled mutants into test set T .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section uses the techniques introduced in section III and IV to compute the survival rates of 96,000 mutants with a set of widely used programs and identify the reason for stubborn mutants being hard-to-kill in testing. We have three goals in the empirical study. They are:
• Examine the distribution of S m,ω in different coverage criteria (statement, branch and MC/DC coverage), and different test selection strategies (greedy, all-1, random).
• Estimate prevalence of stubborn mutants for thresholds θ = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, respectively.
• Highlight the possible reasons that test methods studied, said statement, branch and MC/DC testing, fail in killing the identified stubborn mutants in our experiment. The following of the section presents the subject programs used in experiment, and the results corresponding to each of the research questions above. Table 3 presents the details about the subject programs used in the evaluation, including the program name, line of code, the number of blocks, branches and conditions, the number of subdomains identified by algorithm-2 in statement (stmt), branch (brch) and MC/DC (mcdc) test criteria, the number of generated mutants, the proportion of the mutants killed by tests and the number of tests in T , which are used to simulate the inputs space and compute the survival rates based on the dynamic-based technique in Section V.
A. SUBJECTS
The first twelve subjects from bubble_sort to prime_factor are trivial programs that have been studied in prior research on mutation stubbornness [27] . Among them, the max_path, hero_triangle and prime_factor come from the Rosetta Code 3 with one prime factorization program and two algorithms for searching problems. These trivial subjects provide the simple functionalities and input data structure that are easy-to-read. In the experiment, we perform the approximately exhaustive testing for each of these trivial programs which involves large number of test inputs. The highly exhaustive testing achieves the mutation-adequate objectives, and guarantees that all the non-equivalent mutants are killed in trivial programs.
The following seven subjects from print_tokens to tot_info are part of the Siemens Suite (available at SIR, 4 ) which are widely used as a standard benchmark in research of software testing. They come with existing test suites. In the study, we used all of the test inputs provided by the benchmark in test suite. Since the original test suites are not branchcoverage, we further apply the random test generation to enhance tests until the multiple condition coverage is met.
In total, more than 80% of mutants in Siemens Suite subjects are killed.
Finally, the subjects calendar, md4 and md5 are three real world utilities which provide practical applications. Calendar is used to print calendar, while md4 and md5 are the famous algorithms for message-digest in network communications. The code of md4, md5 come from IETF tools 5 and github. 6 We applied the random testing to generate thousands of tests which kill about 89% of mutants in these subjects. However, we are not sure whether the unkilled mutants are equivalent or extremely stubborn in testing. In the following analysis, we only consider stubborn mutants within the mutants killed by the tests in the study.
The programs used in the study are not very complicated: the line of code is less than 1000. The reason we consider the trivial and medium programs in empirical evaluation is that, with the increase of program complexity, the number of inputs and subdomains will explosively grow up, making it expensive to estimate the survival rates precisely, threatening the validity of our computation results.
In the study, we use the JCMuta tool to generate mutants of each subject program, and execute them to obtain the survival rate and stubbornness reasons. JCMuta implements the 78 C mutation operator classes in [68] . In total, more than 96,000 mutants are generated and 80,503 of them (83.4%) are killed by tests, which are used to investigate mutant stubbornness. Figure 5 presents the overall distributions of survival rates in all-1 selection under statement, branch, MC/DC coverage. From this figure, it is observed that more than 70,000 mutants are extremely trivial, of which S m,ω = 0 for three coverage criteria. On the other hand, there are 16,050 unkilled mutants in the study, accounting for 16.63% of all generated mutants. As a result, the remaining 10,000 mutants are neither unkilled nor extremely trivial, with 0 < S m,α 1 < 1, within which we identify the stubborn mutants in our study. Figure 6 shows the detailed distribution of the survival rate for greedy, all-1 and random selection in the three coverage criteria. The survival rates of 15,000 mutants are presented. In this figure, the red lines refer to the survival rate computed based on subdomains of statement testing; the blue and black lines correspond to the branch and MC/DC testing. For each coverage criteria, the dashed line represents survival rates for greedy selection, while solid line and dash-dotted line refer to the survival rates computed in all-1 and random selection.
B. DISTRIBUTION OF SURVIVAL RATE
From the figure 6 , it can be observed that, for almost every mutant in study, given the subdomains of a coverage criteria, its survival rates in all-1 selection (α 1 ), greedy selection ( ), and random selection (γ ) satisfy the following inequalities.
The relation S m, ≥ S m,α 1 has been proved in section III-D. Let's consider S m,α 1 ≥ S m,γ , which is explained as follows: all-1 selection directly selects tests from each subdomain and achieve full-coverage on SD; while random selection selects tests from entire inputs space until full-coverage is met. As a result, random selection tends to select more than one tests in each subdomain and is more powerful than all-1 selection.
Another interesting finding in figure 6 is that: given a test selection strategy, survival rates in branch testing are slightly smaller than statement testing, while those in MC/DC testing is much smaller than branch testing. In other words, it reveals that the probability that tests kill a mutant in branch coverage is close with that in statement coverage for the subjects in our study. We are not sure whether this finding can hold for other programs, since the prior research [50] concludes that branch testing is much more effective than statement testing in fault detection. The further research may be needed to investigate the generalization of the findings in figure 6. Figure 7 shows the proportion of stubborn mutants identified based on S m,ω ≥ θ , in which θ = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9. The three thresholds identify mutants with a high likelihood to survive from each testing method in the study.
C. PREVALENCE OF STUBBORN MUTANTS
From the figure 7, it can be found that, the prevalence of stubborn mutants relies on the testing methods. For example, the weakest test strategy, greedy selection based on statement coverage, identifies 5.4% to 2.5% of generated mutants as hard-to-kill. Meanwhile, for strongest test method in study, the random selection under MC/DC coverage, only 0.1% to 0.6% of mutants are identified as stubborn. In all-1 selection, the prevalence of stubborn mutants is 2.3%, 2.1% and 1.3% in statement, branch and MC/DC coverage, where θ = 0.75. In branch testing, it ranges from 2.3% to 0.4% for θ = 0.90.
In total, the proportion of stubborn mutants ranges from 0.1% to 5.4%, accounting for very small number of mutants. In other words, in mutation testing, the prevalence of mutants that are useful for improving test quality in mutation testing is small, and even smaller than those of trivial mutants (78%) and the equivalent (or unkilled) mutants (16%).
D. REASONS FOR STUBBORN MUTANTS
In the experiment, we used all-n selection, of which n = 32, to identify the domain-stubborn mutants, whose S m,α n ≥ θ . Meanwhile, we assigned α = β = 10 −6 to the arguments in VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Detailed distribution of survival rates in all-1, greedy and random selection (69000 ≤ x ≤ 84000). the algorithm-1, which is used to identify the key constraints, and the constraint-based reasons to explain why the test suite generated in statement, branch and MC/DC testing can fail to detect the domain-stubborn mutants in our study. Figure 8 shows the proportion of mutants referring to each of selection-related reasons in stubborn mutants identified by greedy selection. The value in parenthesis is the threshold θ . From this figure, we can find that, the contributions made by each reason vary across different testing method. In statement and branch test, selective-stubborn and test-number stubborn are the main reasons for test suite failing in killing the mutant. In MC/DC testing, domain-stubborn is the main reason for stubborn mutants (36% ∼ 42%). The reason may be that the test suite in MC/DC testing can reveal the more selective and test number stubborn mutants in statement and branch testing but less domain-stubborn mutants. The reason might be that: more tests are created for predicate with multiple conditions in MC/DC coverage; as a result, the test-number and selective stubborn mutants in branch testing can be killed with higher likelihood by test suite that meets the MC/DC coverage.
Meanwhile, the contribution made by each reason can vary across the threshold θ . For the statement and branch testing, with the increase of θ , the proportions of selective-stubborn mutants decreases, while increased is test-number-stubborn. In MC/DC testing, the proportions of the domain-stubborn ones increase with the increase of threshold. It implies that, for extremely hard-to-kill mutant (θ = 0.9), its main reason is that number of tests is not large enough in branch testing, while in MC/DC testing, such mutant is extremely stubborn because the subdomains are not well divided.
From figure 8 , it is concluded that: in statement and branch testing, many mutants are not killed because the tests number is not large enough; while in MC/DC testing, the number of tests for each predicate is increased by covering its conditions 4018 VOLUME 7, 2019 and the most mutants that survive from MC/DC tests refer to the reason that the subdomains are inefficient in killing them. Table 4 further shows the proportions of domain-stubborn and unkilled mutants in each constraint-based reason. From this figure, it is observed that, only three of the seven constraint-based reasons in section IV contribute on domain stubborn mutants. In three reasons, hard-to-reach is the main reason for subdomain being inefficient, which refers to 68% of domain-stubborn mutant. Hard-to-propagate is the second major reason, referring to 27% of stubborn mutants. Finally, only 3% ∼ 6% of stubborn mutants are hard-to-infect.
The observation above provides the guidance for testers to improve test quality: for killing a domain-stubborn mutant, the testers need to be focused on the constraint of either C R or C P , since the reasons for most domain-stubborn mutants either refers to hard-to-reach or hard-to-propagate, of which key constraint is reaching statement or error propagation.
Meanwhile, table 4 shows the proportions of unkilled mutants in each constraint-based reason. Unable-topropagate is the major reason for a mutant being unkilled in our study, which contributes on 53% of unkilled mutants. The unable-to-reach is the second main reason which refers to 28% of the unkilled mutants, while unable-to-infect contributes on 19% of unkilled mutants in the study.
Note the difference between the unkilled and the stubborn mutants. The key constraint for mutant being unkilled is the error propagation C P while it is the C R for mutant being hard-to-kill in our study. For both the unkilled and stubborn mutant, the least number of them are hard (unable) to infect, which survive from tests that fail in infecting program state.
VII. DISCUSSION
This section will discuss the threats on validity of our empirical study in section VI and the limitation of D-RIP technique.
A. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY
These threats regard the used measure, i.e. survival rate and threshold θ . The survival rate provides the quantiative way to measure the difficulty of killing mutant. However, threshold θ can divide this difficulty degree in two levels (hard-tokill or trivial). For two mutants with S m,ω around θ , their difficulty of being killed is close, but one classified as stubborn, while another as the trivial. Therefore, θ -based classification might be sensitive to θ in identifying stubborn mutants.
In empirical study, we consider θ = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9. From figure 7 , it is found that the prevalence of stubborn mutants is sensitive to θ . For example, in greedy selection of branch testing, the proportions of stubborn mutants range from 5.2% to 2.3%. Almost the half stubborn mutants in θ = 0.5 are not stubborn for θ = 0.9. The sensitivity threats on identification of stubborn mutants. The θ -based classification needs to be improved in future works. In the study, we are interested in the proportion of stubborn mutant since our research purpose is to verify whether the stubborn mutants can reduce the costs of the mutation testing. In the study, no matter which θ is, the proportion of the stubborn mutants is trivial (0.1% ∼ 5.4%), which confirms our expectation.
B. INTERNAL VALIDITY
These threats refer to the extend to which the findings in our study is warrantied. In evaluation, we use the dynamicbased technique to compute survival rate, which depends on a finite set of tests to simulate the entire inputs space. As a result, we are not sure whether the unkilled mutants are equivalent, or stubborn mutants. The ignorance of these potential stubborn mutants may bring errors in estimating the prevalence and the contribution of each reason in section VI-C and VI-D. On the other hands, the dynamic algorithm in section V-A identifies the subdomains based on finite set T . If T is not adequate to cover all the requirements, then SD are not correctly divided.
In order to reduce the errors, we manually check unkilled mutants for all the trivial mutants and the schedule(2), tcas in Siemens Suite. We further added large numbers of random tests to Siemens Suite subjects and other subjects to achieve multiple condition coverage (stronger than MC/DC).
C. EXTERNAL VALIDITY
The programs used in our study are basically the trivial and medium, of which code line is less than 1000. Therefore, the results in section VI could only provide guidance to improve the test quality in these subjects. More real-world programs are needed to confirm the generalizability of the results.
D. LIMITATION OF D-RIP TECHNIQUE
The domain-based RIP method provides a theoretical model to explain the survival rate and the reason for a mutant being hard-to-kill. However, the theoretical solutions in section III are usually unknown. The dynamic-based implementation in section V can estimate the solutions by using large number of tests. However, this method is not practical for engineers who want to know the stubbornness of mutants before tests have been developed and provided.
Meanwhile, to estimate the survival rate theoretically is an undecidable problem, since it requires determining on which tests in a subdomain can kill the mutant. In this paper, we only use the dynamic-based technique to validate whether D-RIP is effective in measuring difficulty of killing mutant, and can be used to optimize mutation testing. Further research is needed to make the technique more practical. VOLUME 7, 2019 
VIII. RELATED WORKS
The stubbornness problems have been studied in a variety of research contexts. Weyuker [51] and Hamlet [54] observed that the fault detection probability can be used to measure the effectiveness of testing methods. Their formal analysis based on subdomain testing is then widely used to compare the test effectiveness between the partition testing and random testing [42] - [50] . The early study is focused on using fault detection probability to measure test quality, rather than considering it as a metric to measure the utility of mutants.
Until 2015, Namin et al. [29] first consider the probability for mutants being revealed could be used to rank the mutants and identify the useful mutants for analysis. In their study, they use the similarity between program representations to predict the exposability of mutants. However, the study does not consider that a mutant's survival rate can vary across the testing methods. As a result, the survival rates are estimated based on the entire inputs space, without considering how the tests are selected from each subdomain in testing practice.
Yao et al. [27] further propose the notion of the stubborn mutants. It is realized that the stubborn mutants are different from equivalent mutants, which can be potentially useful for guiding test process. In their study, the stubborn mutants are identified as those remain unkilled from a branch-coverage test suite while are non-equivalent. The mutation operators that are efficient in producing the stubborn mutants are further identified. However, the stubborn mutants defined in this way strongly depend on the test suite used in study, and no reasons for tests failing in killing these mutants are reported, making it difficult to guide the testers to design tests that can reveal these hard-to-kill faults effectively.
Just et al. [28] further developed a syntactic-pattern based technique to predict the stubbornness of mutants. In the study, the survival rate is measured based on the proportion of test suites that can detect the target mutants in random sampling. However, the proportion does not reveal any factors that can influence on stubbornness, making it difficult to understand the reasons for mutant being stubborn and provide guidance to design tests that detect the stubborn mutants.
In conclusion, the lack of such theoretical foundation and model for understanding mutation stubbornness, and relating it with testing methods and fault detection process, makes the prior research tend to identify the mutants stubborn for the specific research contexts, fails in interpreting the reasons for the difficulty of killing the mutants, and providing guidance to improve the test suite quality effectively.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The mutation stubbornness problem has focused attention in recent studies [27] - [31] , which is used to select hard-to-kill yet non-equivalent mutants (called stubborn), and guide the test improvement after structural coverage has been achieved by test suite. However, fews of these works provide a solid foundation for estimating the stubbornness, neither do they investigate the possible reasons to explain, why tests fail in killing a stubborn mutant, making it difficult to give engineer useful suggestion about how to design tests for detecting the hard-to-kill faults and improve test quality effectively. This paper proposes domain-based RIP technique, which measures the survival rate of each mutant based on the given testing method and presents the possible reasons to interpret why the tests fail in killing the mutants, which can be used to guide the test generation and enhance testing effectiveness.
The D-RIP uses the subdomain-based testing to obtain the analytical solutions of survival rates, in which we investigate the survival rates of mutants in three classical domain-based test selection strategies, including the all-n selection, greedy selection and random selection. Based on the analytical solution of survival rate, we identify the selective-stubborn, testnumber-stubborn, domain-stubborn as three mutants classes, each of which refers to the reason for a mutant being stubborn and provides guidance for testers to design tests that detect them by improving the random test selection strategies.
The D-RIP also uses RIP analytical tool to investigate the relations between difficulty of revealing mutants and the fault detection process. It reveals at which stage the test is likely to fail in revealing faults and the key constraints for killing a mutant. In the analysis, we discuss constraint-based reasons for domain being inefficient in killing mutant, which provide guidance for testers to identify the key constraints to design tests for killing the domain-stubborn mutants.
We further develop a dynamic-based implementation for D-RIP technique and integrate it to prototype tool, JCMuta. The tool can automatically compute survival rate of a mutant based on different testing methods, and generate a report that displays the reasons to explain why killing the mutant is hard, which provide guidance for improving the test suites quality.
Although dynamic-based implementation is not useful for a practical engineer, who want to know the stubborn mutants before the tests are developed, it is useful for researchers who want to investigate the reasons for mutant being hard-to-kill. It is also useful for the testers who need the key constraints to generate tests for killing the stubborn mutants and improving the test suite quality effectively.
With the aids of D-RIP and JCMuta, an empirical study is performed to evaluate our proposed method. In the study, we measure the survival rates of 96,000 mutants from 22 subject programs. The results show that only 0.1% -5.4% of mutants are stubborn. It is also found that the contributions made by each reason for mutant being stubborn are uneven: the selective and test number stubborn are the major reasons for mutants being stubborn in statement and branch testing, while it is domain-stubborn for MC/DC tests in our study.
Meanwhile, the empirical results also reveal that, the hardto-reach and hard-to-propagate are main reasons for a mutant being domain-stubborn, while unable-to-propagate is the major reason for a mutant being unkilled in the study. The results imply that the reachability and error propagation are the key constraints for detecting stubborn mutants and determining on whether a mutant is equivalent for programs in our study.
To our knowledge, D-RIP is the first mutation technique to relate stubbornness with the testing methods and present the possible reasons for mutant being hard-to-kill. However, it is undecidable to determine the theoretical survival rate of each mutant and the dynamic-based implementation requires vast numbers of tests to estimate the survival rate precisely, which is not useful for practical engineers who want to identify the stubborn mutants before tests are developed.
The future work might involve predicting the survival rate and identifying stubborn mutants without using test data. It is possible to be achieved by using the syntactic pattern of a mutant and machine learning technique to predict whether a mutant is stubborn, as in [28] . Another future work refers to investigating whether the stubbornness reasons can improve the efficiency of tests design in killing the stubborn mutants. Further experiments are required to address these issues. 
